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CHAPTI!.'R I 
INTRODUCTION 
1 
In the selection of a problem for a special study 
as a part of the requirements for a aster's Degree, the 
writer, being a tare of the need for a remedial program 
for the deficient readers of the Central Grade School, 
Holdenville, Oklahoma, and desiring to aid the children 
in overcoming their reading difficulties, undertook the 
task of diagnosing the most seriously retarded cases in 
reading and of giving remedial aid to the cases selected. 
Interest in the diagnosis of reading difficulties 
is not new. lntensive research on the subject of read-
ing has been carried on since 1879, but the ereatest 
progress in the diagnosis of reading handicaps has been 
made during the past twenty-five years. The more prami-
1 
nent sources in which the causes of the reading defects 
have been sought are: (a) defective organs, (b} certai n 
unusual organic characteristics, (c) deficient psycho-
logical processes , (d) constitutional and educational 
immaturity , (ei, unfortunate forms of motivation , (f) 
and inadequate reading technique caused by ineffective 
teaching or unfortunate accidents of trial and error 
learning, or both. 
1 
A. I. Gates , !h!! Improvement g1.. Reading , Chapter 
I, P • 5 
( 
2 
The theory that reading difficulty is due to de-
2 
fective organs was most prevalent before 1910. It 
appears in such diagnosis as "oongenital alexia", "word 
blindness", and others which were based on the assump -
tion that word ages or memories were localized in 
certain circumscribed parts or the brain and that these 
parts might be congenitally defective or injured by 
disease or accident . 3 In early literature 4 per cent 
of the school population were diagnosed as "word 
4 5 blind". James Hinshelwood, in his treatise on Congeni-
tal ord Blindness proposed the hypothesis that children 
who vere unable to learn to read but who showed no diffi-
culty in visual acuity were congenitally word blind 
owing to failure of certain localized parts of the brain 
to develop their functions. Cases of individuals who, 
after brain injuries, lost the ability to read ords but 
could reco , nize the isolated letters composing the words 
{ 6 
are described in Henry Head's 
Kindred Disorders of Speech. 
treatise on Aphasia and 
7 K. s . Lashley concludes 
2 
Ibid., p. 5. 
!3 
Ibid. 
,-
Emmett A. Betts , Prevention and Correction of 
Reading Difficulties , Chap . I, p . S:- ~ 
5 
James Hinshelwood , Congenital ord Blind™. 
6 
Henry Head, Aphasia and Disorders of Speech. 
7 
K. S . Lashley, Brain Mechanisms~ Intelligence. 
that an a pparent word blindness may be due to inability 
to see the letters in a definite spatial arrangement. 
From an early period investigators also tried to 
trace reading difficulties to defects in t he eyes, ears, 
speech organs, and other organs, as well as, or instead 
of, in the brain. 8 Dr. Louis :Emile Java1•s9 work as a 
pioneer in reading research has a profound influence on 
later research. While he as carrying on his research 
in the field of physiologic optic study he became vital-
ly interested in the study of problems related to read-
ing. Javal was the first to learn that the eyes make 
saccadic or discontinuous movement during the reading 
10 process. Later Dr. James lcKeen Cattel's studies 
disclosed evidence that perception did not proceed by 
letters but rather by words, phrases, and sentences. 
Dr. Samuel T. Orton11 has suggested the hypothesis 
that faulty reading is due not to an organic defeat in 
the brain but to failure to train the brain to work 
exclusively from the dominant or leading hemiophere. 
~ . F. Dearborn and other investigators have stated 
that certain unusual organic characteristics such as 
8 
A. r. Gates, The Improvement S21.. Reading, p . 6. 
9 
Earl • 'l'aylor, Controlled Reading, p. 29. 
10 
Grace • Storm, and Nila B. Smith , Reading Activi-
~ in ~ Primarz Grades, p . 81. 
11 
Samuel T. Orton, "'v'-ord Blindness in School Chil-
dren,"~.,~-~ Psychiat. XIV, 1925, pp. 581-615. 
4 
left-handedness or right-eyedness or mixed hand and eye 
dominance are the main causal factors involved in diffi-
lt . . d. 12 H O t 13 ~.. 14 cu ies in rea ing. owever, a es, k,1/lonroe , 
Hildreth,15 and other recent writers disclose evidence 
from their experimental studies that organic defects may 
be in some cases primary or contributing causes of 
trouble, but that other factors are the real sources of 
trouble. 
The rapid growth of experimental psychology after 
1900 resUlted in a tendency to consider defective psycho-
logical processes such as visual perception, visual dis-
orimination, visual i magery, visual memory, weak auditory 
power , and defective visual-auditory association as 
causes of difficulties in reading. Defects or deficien-
cies in one or more of these psychological processes 
whether due to organic defect, native or acquired, were 
thought to interfere with learning to read.16 
authorities on the teaching of reading conclude that 
handicaps in reading result from allowing the child to 
read before he is ph niologically or mentally mature 
enough to profit from the instruction given. Mental 
12 
Gates, .211• ill.•, p . 7 
13 
Ibid • , p • 345 • 
14-
Marion onroe, Children Vho Cannot Read , p . 91. 
15 
Gertrude ildreth, Learning~ Three~, pp . 410-11. 
16 
Gates, .2.J2.•..J.Ui•, p . 8 . 
5 
immaturity, incomplete development of t he visual or 
auditory apparatus, lacli;: of precision in motor control 
and speech are examples of organic or hysiol_.Jgioal 
deficiencies which may cause diffi cultiesY7 '"'Reading 
readiness tests have been devel oped recently to determine 
when a child has natur lly reached the adequa t e level 
of maturation. The first experimental study of reading 
readiness to determine when a child is mentally mature 
18 
was made by Erby Deputy. No amount of zeal , industry, 
prodding , or tutoring can compensate for the . en al 
t . ' 1 'ti 19 matura ion necessary in n1 al success. 
Immaturity due to limited experiences and education-
al contacts rather than to physiolo ·ical or organic 
factors are involved in various degrees in reading diffi-
20 
culty. 
Specialists in reading , psychologists, and psychia-
trists are disposed to believe that inadequate motivation 
21 is probably at the bottom of most failures in reading. 
Instances of isleading motivation, dislike , negativistio 
17 
Ibid., PP • 9-10. 
18 
Erby Deputy, "Predicting First Grade Reading 
Achievement , " Teachers College Contribution to Education, _. 
No . 426, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, :. ~~~'-· 
Columbia University , 1930. 
19 
Hildreth , .Q.I?. , £11•, p . 302 . 
20 
Gates, .2.11• cit., pp . 11-12. 
21 
Ibid., p . 12. 
e 
attitude and rationalizations are found among poor readers 
and non-readers. 
A very recent development in diagnosing reading de-
fects is one in which it is assumed that reading defici-
enees may be due to ineffectual types of teaching or 
22 
unfortunate accidents in the learning process. Failure 
to acquire one or more of the many techniques involved in 
reading is believed to be a frequent source of the diffi-
culty.23 
24 
Dr . Lois H. eeks proved in her study that failures 
iere sometimes due to ineffective modes of reaction and 
to the inability of the pupils to discover by themselves 
effective types of response. In this study the indi-
vidual's interest usually depended upon his achievement. 
25 
Jrthur I. Gates's viewpoint concerning causes of 
reading difficulty is that most of the difficulties, 
ranging from the least to the most serious are due to 
failures to acquire techniques that might have been 
acquired had the right guidance been g iven in the ini-
tial state of learning. 
22 
Ibid., p. 12-14 . 
23 
~., PP• 14-1'1. 
24 
Dr . Lois H. eeks, "A Study of Learning and Re-
tention in Young Children," Teachers College Contribu-
1!2.!! to Eduoat1on ,_liQ._1Qi, Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Columbia University , 1925. 
25 
Gates , .2.12.• .£!!•, P • l?. 
The fact that a pupil may fail to learn to read 
and yet be of adequate intelligence is receiving in-
creasing attention from many educ ators. Until recent 
years teachers have felt that any pupil who attended 
school regularly could learn to read, and that if he 
26 did not he must either be lazy or stupid. _ In the 
traditional schools, retarded pupils , regardless of 
their needs, were all given the same treatment. 
In an attempt to organize a remedial program for 
the retarded readers in Central Grade School, Holdenville, 
Oklahoma, where no program for remedial instruction is 
provided, the aims of this study as set up by the 
writer are: 
1. To discover the cases most seriously in need 
of remedial aid. 
2 . To determine the causes and s pecific diffi-
culties of each case . 
3. To provide a program of remedial instruction 
in reading. that will create in each child 
a desire to read. 
4. To provide a program of remedial instruction 
that will develop in each child the ability 
to read. 
26 
Marion Monroe, (.;hildren Who Cannot Read , p . 1. 
7 
8 
CHAPTER II 
AATERIALS AND PROCEDURE 
The first step undertaken in this study was to 
locate the pupils who were most seriously in need of 
diagnostic aid and to select from this group the disa-
bility cases to whom remedial treatment should be g iven. 
Disability cases in reading may be defined as those 
pupils who have made slower progress in learning than 
their abilities and opportunities would lead one to anti-
cipate, or those whose learning opportunities have been 
inadequate.1 liildreth2 concludes that all children who 
rate below norms on standard tests are not disability 
oases, but that the grade standards for reading that 
have been in force. achievement in relation to ability, 
reading achievement in proportion to achievement in 
other subjects of the curri culum, qualitative aspects 
of achievement as welJ. as absolute scor e, and length of 
time the child has spent in learn:i.ng to read are to be 
considered in judging a disability case. A pupil of 
nonnal learning ability, who has been taught by the 
usual normal methods for normal pupils, may be in need 
of intensive study if he is retarded to the extent of 
a half year in g eneral reading proficiency at grades 
1 
Gertrude ildreth, Learning~ Three ~' p . 542. 
2 
~., PP• 573-4. 
one, two, and three, and to the extent of a year in 
3 
grades four, five, and six. 
The past records of children in regular classes 
show that success without retardation for children rating 
below 90 I. Q. on the Binet-Simon Intelligence Test is 
4 5 
usually impossible. Gates says thut despite the fact 
that physical , mental , and emotional obstacles are 
numerous and serious, it is believed that most children 
of an intelligence quotient above 70 may be taught to 
read if the right rocedures, su 'ficient repetition, and 
time are employed. 
breading survey of the thirty-nine third grade 
pupils , of ;hich the writer is the instructor , was made 
during the second month of school. Oral and silent 
reading rate and comprehension were tested in this pre-
liminary survey. With the aid of the results from 
these tests the children, who presented the most serious 
reading problems, ,ere selected. fter further study 
of these selected cases throe boys ~ere found to be in 
need of remedial aid . Theoe boys will be designated 
as A, B, and C throughout the study. 
In order to select pupils for special study in the 
first , second, fourth, fifth , and sixth grades , the 
3 
Ibid. 
4 
l bid. , p . 289 • 
5-
A. I. Gates, The Improvement of Reading , p . 18. 
class r ecords of all pupils in these grades wer e care-
fully checked . Those pupils who were being considered 
by their teachers as failures in reading but able to 
benefit from remedial treat ment were given standard 
achievement t ests . It was evident from the results of 
these tests that one first grade boy , one second grade 
boy, one fourth grade boy , and one sixth grade boy were 
in need of remedial instruction. These five boys will 
be desie;nated as D, E, F , and G, respect ively . 
10 
A complete diagnosis of the pupil selected could 
not be co.nfined to the giving of standard readi ng tests . 
he diagnosis involved securing information by standard 
reading tests as shown in the case studies, informal 
reading tests, mental tests, observation of pupil at 
work and play, and data in regard to each pupil ' s age, 
conduct , interest and attitudes , home environment, and 
physical condition. 
Each child who was selected for study was given 
the Stanford Revision of the Binet-Simon Intelligence 
Test . The average I . Q. of the seven cases was 101 , 
ranging from 88 to 11 4 . An adequate mental capacity 
for learning , which is a most significant factor in 
the process of learning, was found in each oase to 
which the writer has attempted to give remedial aid . 
In the diagµosis of these pupils the Betts Ready to 
6 Read Tests were administered to each child with the 
Ophthalmic Telibinocular instrument. rom the results 
of the Visual Sensation and Perception Tests it was 
found necessary to refer one child to an optometrist or 
an oculist. The parents of t his child had his eyes ex-
amined by an optometrist and the child was immediately 
fitted with glasses. 
Each child's auditory acuity was tested with the 
7 Betts Auditory est and the watch ticking test. There 
was no lack of auditory acuity indicated by these tests 
but one child made low scores on the auditory word 
discrimination test prepared by rion Monroe.8 
9 
The hand dominance of each child was checked with 
the picking up test, throwing test, receiving test , 
using a spoon, using scissors, using knife, using a 
dust cloth, hammering nails, catching a ball, shooting 
marbles , and a writing test. Every child except one 
tested dominantly right handed in all the tests. This 
child wrote and used the scissors and spoon with his 
left hand but he performed all other acts with his 
r i ght hand. No record could be found whether he had 
6 
~ett A. Betts, Betts Ready !.Q. .r ead 'rests. 
7 
Ibid . 
8-
:Marion onroe, Children Nho Cannot~' p . 199. 
9 
Gates, .2.J2.• cit., pp. 574-5. 
11 
ever used his right hand in writing. However, the 
writer classified him as right handed since he did only 
three of the acts with his left hand. 
Eye dominance of each child was tested with the 
finger sighting test.10 ight eye dominance was found 
in each case . ccording to the results of the eye and 
hand dominance tests the pupils selected for study may 
be classified as pure dextrals. 
12 
One child was referred to a physician for a complete 
physical examination . The diagnosis of this examination 
showed the need for the removal of his tonsils and 
adenoids. This operation as performed about two months 
after the remedial work had begun. here was no notice-
able change in he boy except that he seemed to be more 
energetic after he had entirely recovered from the opera-
tion. One factor, however , is ability and willingness 
to put forth effort and lack of impediment to effort . 
In order to enlist the cooperation of the parents 
a consultation s held with the 1arents of each child. 
An informal visit was made to the home to check the 
home e vironment. 0.ue of the cases was from a home of 
unfavorable soci 1 and economic con it"ons. One was 
from a ho.w.e of very 1'avorable environra.ent . 'fhe other 
cases were from homes of uver ge social and economic 
conditions. 
10 
Illi•, P• 577. 
'l'he remedial instruction was scheduled so that it 
becanie a definite part of Ettach pupil's daily program. 
Care was taken to see that the remedial instruction did 
not deprive thEt pupils of any enjoyable activity in 
which they desired to have an active part4 Instead of 
depriving theBf:J pupils of school activities tb.ey es-
pecially enjoy, the vJri·ter encouraged thom to take part. 
in games, athletics, and other school activities .. 
Since the 'three pupils, designated as 11., B, and G, 
were in the 11"JT'i ter' s home roo1n the progran was arranged 
so as not to let other pupils in the room feel that the 
relliedial inst;ruction ·,ms a penalty tllot was being a:p:cilied 
to these special pupils. Every effort possible was made 
to keep '&he pupils receiving special aid from being 
emba:erassed and to interest them in their work. These 
three PUl)ils worked ·with the remainder of the group in 
spelling, aTi·t.hJ.ri.E:tic, language., art, and rmsic. Activi-
ties in these subjec'tt3 worked out around reading as 
a cent;er was arranged for the entire group c,f J)'Upils. 
Inc.ivic1ual I'e6.din.g instruction wos also :provided 
for the otht}r probleL:. OD.ses de~ignated us D, E, F, and 
Gr at tJ. definite ·ti.n1e each day., 1~ sc.hedul (;: v1as arranged 
so that a period of tw1::;nt:it ·to thirty minutes in length 
was devoted to each pupil. Through the cooperation of 
the hofo.e room. t eacl1ers of these pupils, they were pro-
vided with opportunities to bave carefully arranged 
expEH"ienoes during the day. Indiviciual ins true-
tion Vf,'.IS giver2 ·to cases D, K, F, a:o.d G in a room where 
no one was preser1~i.; except the pupil and th.e teacheu:>. 
Cases A, B, and C, also, received individual instruction 
in a room v'.!here no one was present exoe3)'t t11e pupil and 
the teacher during the first two months of instruction. 
The rest of the time they \'itere iruatructed in a classroom 
where the third grade was present;. This was done so that 
the writer could begin remedial work vdth the other eases. 
The re:n1edial instruction was based on the specific 
needs m1d interests of the learner. The instrliction given, 
followed the s;ma.e principles that are observed in regula'.1:" 
elass work, vd th '&he exception of certain digressions to 
meet the part.:leular need of each individual. The first 
and most import.ant thing to aeeomplish was to engage 
the child's interest and cooperation in overcoming any 
defect. J\n effo:ct was made to maJce the pupil feel that 
he must assm1e most of the. responsibility for improving 
his reading ability. It v1as a.lso necessary for him to 
feel that; the wo:I'lc being given him vms a privilege. Each 
ehi.ld' s individual difficulties 'WEH:'e explained. to h.in 
and t,hings pointed out to him that he could do to help 
overaorne the difficulties. 
The wri tar stro,re. to retain an optimistic attitude 
ll 
and to gain the ohild 1 s confidence .. Pennell and Cusack: 
11 
Mary E .. Pennell, and Alice • Cusacl-c, ~ :re.ac)l:tza;;~ 
of 2.e~diIU~ f o:r Better LivinD:, p. 56 • 
... -~---~-~ -
state that the teacher1 s attitude toward a child ho is 
being given remedial work in reading is one of the most 
important factors in over coming a defect . Hildreth12 
states that it is not so much the method of instruction 
used 1n retraining that is the important faet or in im-
provement , but the opportunity the spec ial arrangements 
maKe for the individual to read under t he supervision 
of a sympathetic, tolerant f r iend who is able to find 
out t he specific problems and difficulties of the child 
15 
of vhatever nature they may be . This author also claims 
that remedial instruction is more difficult than normal 
i nitial instruction because wrong habits must be de-
stroyed a.nd unfavorable attitudes over come . Hildr eth 
believes that gro~th or maturity and responsiveness 
rather than method is the i.n1portant fa ctor in the learn-
13 ing rocess. Tinker believes tha t notivation is ver y 
important in remedial instruction. 
~her quire~nts of each child were kept 1ithin 
his learni;ng span so that achievements v;orthy of recog-
ni tion could al ,:ays be foun - • t~vid ence of success seem-
ed to encourage t he pupils to continue their work more 
than anythinf" . ndiv i dual records of successes and 
12 
Hildreth, .£2· .£11•, P• 6?6. 
13 
Miles A. Tinker, ttRemedial 1ethods for Non- Readers , " 
School!!!!_ Society, Vol. 40, No . 1034. 
and errors 1,vere both kept by the pupil and. the teacher. 
'I'll.ls created a coiri.petit,ive in11)ulse in the child which 
ca.uirnd hi:ni. t;o increase his rate of irrrprover.uent ~ 
The writer tried to select 1uaterio.l s for the re-
medial wo:;:•k that vmuld have real content value and 
appeal to the pupils. The material chosen was vJithin 
·the pupil's range of n1astery. 1rh.ts ·was a Fi.ore dif'ficu1 t 
f',ask with the older pupils as tl1oy were not interested 
in the rr:i.ate:rial that contained such a small vocabulary. 
In order to arouse and sustain the inte1°est of the 
pupil aJld to prepare hiln for the eomprehension of all 
types of rea.ding, the :m.aterlal had, to be of' various 
ty:pes. Blaclcboa:cd 1Nork and :printed charts ,·i1ere used 
at first 'With retarded :primary children. 
All printed materials used by the remedial :pupils 
r;vere those which they had neve:r' seen or handled before. 
This new material helped to create an interest in :read-
ing by arousing the l)Upil' s curiosity as to what the 
books contained. Vlorkhool{s, text.books, 1 ibra:ry books, 
children's ne·,Nspaper, and magazines fo:r.m.ed the basic 
Elat,erial of the instruction for the cases who v1ere able 
to read. Materials of different types based on the 
sar:1.e vocabulary 'Nere used iu order to give the pttpils 
practice in recognition of nevw words which they had 
m.astered, to i1n.1)rove comprehension, and to inerease the 
17 
14 
rate of reading. The Work Play Series; The Curriculum 
15 16 . Foundation Series; Alice and Jerry Series; Child 
Development Ser1es;1 ' and Social Science Readers18 were 
used in this study because o-£ the various types of 
material in each series based on almost the .same vocab-
ulary. 
14 
A. I. Gates, • B. Huber, and J. Y. Ayer, !a!, 
~-Play~ Series, Grades 1-4. 
15 
Villiam s. Gray (Directing Editor), The Curricu-
lum Foundation Series, Grades 1-4. 
- 16 
Julia Hahn, and JUlia Harris, I!!!. Child Develop-
ment Readers, Grades 1-3. 
-17 
Mable O'Donnell and Alice Carey, The Al.ice and 
Jerry Books, Grades 1-2. ~ ~ 
18 
Blanche Dearborn, Social Science Readers. 
CHA.Pl'ER III 
CASE STUDIES 
Case A. A Third Grade Boy /ho Rad 
Diffioul~y in Comprehension 
1. Case History: 
Case A was a boy in the :first half of the third 
grade at the time the diagnosis began. He was mentally 
mature for the grade in which he was placed but was re-
tarded in reading to suoh an extent that his parents 
had become alarmed. Ilis work in other subjects was sat-
isfactory vvhen verbal directions were given. His past 
records showed that he entered school when he was six 
years and three months of age and had experienced read-
ing difficulty since that time. The parents of this boy 
reported that he had acquired a dislike for reading 
during the second half of the first grade. This boy had 
been promoted each year despite his weakness in reading. 
He had attended public school regularly and had been 
sent to one private summer school to take extra work in 
reading. 
Case A is an only child and is from a home above 
the average in social and economic conditions. He had 
been offered every opportunity favorable to rapid de-
velopment. 
2. Diagnosis: 
18 
,, 
19 
1 Case A's C. A. was 8 . 6 years. On the Stanford 
2 3 
Binet Test his I. Q. was 105, which gave him a M.A. 
4 
of 9.0 and a M. G. of 3.5. 
-
The results of the Betts Ready to Read Tests showed 
I 
no defects in visual or auditory acuity. From the f inger 
sighting test and the handedness tests given he was 
round to have right-eye and right-hand dominance . 
Standard reading achievement tests and informal 
reading tests ~ere given to determine Case A's accomplish-
ments in reading. Table I includes the names of the 
T LE I 
CASE A'S READI NG GRADE SCORES 
ON FIVE ESTS, FIRST SET 
Tests 
l. Gates Primary Reading Test: 
~ord Recognition 
Sentence Reading 
Paragraph Reading 
2. etropolitan Primary 
Reading Tests: 
lord Picture 
Word Recognition 
Word Meaning 
Reading Completion 
Paragraph Reading 
Vocabulary 
3. 1illiams Primary Reading 
Test: 
4. Gray's Oral Reading Test: 
5. Gates Graded Word Pronun-
ciation Test: 
Novem-
ber 
Form l 
1.s 
1 . 5 
1 .5 
1 . 6 
2 .1 
1.5 1.e 
o.o 
1 . 8 
1 . 6 
1.9 
1.s 
1. c. A. = Chronological Age 
2. I. 
3. • 
4. • 
Q. 
A. 
G. 
- Intelligence Quotient 
= ental Age 
= ental Grade 
Standard for 
ental Age 
3.5 
3.5 
3.5 
3 . 7 
3 .7 
3.7 
3 . 7 
3 .'7 
3. 7 
3.? 
3 . 5 
3 . 5 
20 
reading tests which were given, the reading grade made, 
and the standard reading grade scores for his mental age. 
The results of the standard reading tests and the 
informal reading tests indicated that Case A was re-
tarded in all phases of reading but that he was somewhat 
better in oral reading and isolated word recognition than 
in eomprehension of silent reading. After a ea.ref'ul 
examination of the test material it became apparent that 
Case A's specific difficulty was lack of ability to 
comprehend material read. The cause of his inability 
to comprehend the material read was overemphasis on 
correct recognition and pronunciation of ords rather 
than upon thought getting. This accounted for his 
ability to read better orally than silently. On Gray's 
Oral Reading Paragraphs he read slowly, without any 
expression. He carefully studied the words that gave 
him. difficulty and repeated the phrases that contained 
the difficult ords. Befor e attempting the pronuncia-
tion of a new word he spelled the word to him.self . He 
used lip movement during silent reading. 
3. Remedial Instruction: 
Case A was given individual reading instruction 
tha~ would increase his ability to comprehend. Because 
he disliked reading, it was necessary to arouse an 
interest in reading before real progress could be made. 
Since he enjoyed his art classes, he was asked to do 
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some special work in art. The instructor wrote all the 
directions for drawing, coloring, cut ting, and assembling 
parts on the blackboard . The boy became interested in 
reading and fol1owing the directions. This art period 
was gradually changed to a reading period. ord and 
picture checking exercises, phrase and picture matching 
games , and the reading of single paragraphs followed by 
comprehension exercises •ere substituted for the art 
materials . J Later, easy, i1teresting books were given 
him to read . tives were provided for all the reading 
during the period of remedial instruction and compre-
hension was carefully checked after the reading or each 
assignment. Opportunities were provided for reading 
in leisure time. 
The difficulties caused from lip mov ement and.ways 
of overcoming the habit were explained to the pupi l . 
Devices used were: 1. Holding finger on the lips, 
2. Pressing the tongue in the roof of the mouth, 3. 
Pressing the tongue bet een the teeth. Oral reading 
was practiced on material after it had been read silent-
l y and ca prehension had been ohec ed. ord recognition 
was taught incidentally. He was encouraged to use con-
text clues as the basis method .of word recognition. 
Phonetic analysis and s yllabication were stressed in 
both spelling and in reading. 
After Case A had r eceived two months of remedial 
instruction he was given the Gates Primary Reading 
Test, l'orm II. Table II oontains the reading grade 
scores made before the remedial 1ork began, the scores 
made two months later, and the standard reading grade 
scores for his mental age. 
Test 
T U3LE II 
CASE A'S REPEATED READING GRADE SCOR.ES , 
SHOWING PROGRESS 
Novem- J anu-
ber ary 
Standard Reading 
Scores for ental 
Age 
Gates Primary Reading Form I Form II 
Test: 
ord Recognition 1.a 2 . 5 3 .6 
Sentence Reading 1.5 2.7 3.6 
Paragraph Reading 1.5 2.5 3 . 6 
The reading grade scores made on these tests 
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showed an improvement ot seven months in wor d recognition, 
twelve months in sentenee reading, and ten months in 
paragraph reading . The evidence o.f improvement in com-
prehension was very encouraging to this pupil. 
The remedial instruction was continued two months 
longer. Reading material that contained a vocabulary on 
the level with his readi ng grade was provided for him. 
ore drill a.s given on word meaning and word r ecogni-
tion. Speed in silent reading was stressed during the 
last two months of the instruction. 
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4. Results of the Training: 
At the end of four months of individual reading in-
struction Case A was given standard reading tests again. 
The reading grade scores which he made 1n Nove.m.ber, 
J·anuary, and March and the standard reading grade scores 
for his mental age are ineluded in Table III. 
Tests 
TABLE III 
PRCGRESS CHART OF CASE A ON 
STAl'IDARD READING Tl!STS 
ovem-Janu-
ber ary 
arch Standard for 
Mental Age 
1. Gates Primary Rea.ding l!'orm Form Form 
'l'est ! I II III 
lord Recognition 1.8 2.5 3.3 3.8 
Sentence Heading 1.5 2.? 3.4 3.8 
Paragraph Re ding 1.5 2 .5 3.7 3.8 
2 . etropolitan Primary Form orm 
Reading Test: I II 
~ord Picture 1.6 3.3 4.0 
word Hecognition 2 .1 3.3 4.0 
,ord eaning 1.5 3.8 4.0 
Reading Completion 1.6 4.0 4.0 
Paragraph Reading o.o 4.0 4.0 
Vocabulary 1.a 4.0 4.0 
3 . illiams Primary 
Reading Test: 1.6 4.7 4.0 
4. Gray's Oral Reading 
Test: 1.9 3.9 3.8 
5. Gates Graded ''ord 
Pronunciation Test~ 1.8 3.8 3 .8 
5. Gates Silent Reading orm 
Test: I 
Grades 3-8: 
General Significance 3.8 3.8 
Prediction of Outcome 3.9 3.8 
recise Direction 4.0 3.8 
Details 3.9 3.8 
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The ·., arch scores made on the Gates Primary Ree.ding 
Tests and the first four tests on the fotropolitan 
Primary Tests were the highest scores given on those 
tests. In order to check Case A's achievement in read-
ing, more accurately , the Gates Silent Reading Test 
for grades three to eight was given to him at the end 
of the period ot instruction. 
he scores made on the tests indicated that Case A 
had made considerable progress in all phases of reading. 
His reading grade scores equalled the reading grade 
scores for his mental age. 
After the individual remedial instruction was dis-
continued this boy did satisfactory work in reading in 
the second half of the third grade which was the grade 
level for his mental age. 
Case B. A Third Grade Boy Who Rad 
Difficulty in Word Recognition 
1. Case History: 
Case B was a boy in the first half of the third 
grade when the study of his case began. He had experi-
enced difficulty 1n reading since he first entered 
school. His work in arithmetic, spelling, and language 
1ad been unsatisfactory since he entered the second 
grade . He had been considered dull by his former 
teachers because of his inability to progress in his 
school work. 
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Case B was the oldest in a family of three children, 
one boy and t wo girls. His sister in the second grade 
was doing average second grade work. This boy had not 
received much encouragement to read at home. There were 
very fet books in the home suitable for him to read. 
The social and economic conditions oft is family were 
average. His father was a clerk i n a bank and his mother 
orked in a store. The children were eared for during 
the ay by their grandfather. 
2 . Didgnosis: 
Case B's C. A. was 8 . 6 years. On the Stanford 
Binet Test h is I. Q. was 114 , which gave him a • A. of 
9 . 9 and a] . G. of 4.1. He rated above the average in 
intelligence. 
The r esults of the Betts Ready to Read Tests showed 
normal visual and auditory acuity. The handedness and 
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eyedness tests showed right-hand and right-eye domi-
nance. This boy was referred to a physician for a 
physical examination. It was necessary that his tonsils 
and adenoids be removed but this operation was not 
performed until three months after the remedial in-
struction began. 
A study of the reading ditriculties of this case 
was made through the use of standardized reading tests 
and informal reading tests. The names of the standard 
reading achievement tests used in the diagnosis, the 
reading grade scores made, and the standard reading 
grade scores for his mental age are included in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
OAS~ B'S READING GRADE SC R&S ON 
FIVE TES'l1S, FIRS1r SET 
Novem- Standard for 
Tests ber Mental Age 
1. Gates :Primary Reading Form I 
Test: 
ord Recognition 1 . 8 4.2 
Sentence Ree.ding 2.1 4 . 0 
Paragraph Reading 2.1 4.0 
2 . aetropolitan Primary 
Reading Test: 
Word :Picture 1.7 4 . 4 
Word 1 ecognition 1.7 4.4 
lvord eaning 1.8 4.4 
Readi11g Completi on 2.2 4.4 
Paragraph Reading 2.3 4.4 
Vocabulary 1.a 4.4 
3. Williams Primary 
Reading Test: l.9 4 . 0 
4. Gray's Oral Reading 
Test: 1.8 4.0 
5. Gates Graded Vord 
Pronunciation Test: 1.7 4.0 
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The reading grade scores indicated that Case B was 
greatly retarded in reading for both his chronological 
age and his mental age. A carerul study of this case 
showed that his major difficulty was in word recognition. 
He was unable to recognize ~ords because of his inabil-
ity to oo~bine the use of phonetic analysis, vioual 
analysis, and syllabication with his ability to use 
context clues. It was evident from his oral reading 
that he depended upon the context ao an aid in pro-
nunciation and for meaning. He confused such words 
as "then" and "·ihen"; "there't and "whereu; ":me" and 
'we"; "so" and "on"; "home" and "house"; and "come" and 
ncame". His sloVJ rate of reading was due to excessive 
lip movement and an inadequate sight vocabulary. 
Laok of adequate home adjustment which would make 
for a good place to read and someone interested in the 
results of his reading may have been the cause of his 
being retarded i n reading. 
3. Remedial Instruction: 
Re edial instruction that would develop independ-
ence in word recognit ion and a more fluent rate of 
re~ding was organized. The instructor secured a group 
f first readers that Case B had never handled . Mter 
C se B hud read the stories silently, comprehension was 
checked by his reading orally the p rts of the story 
tat contained the answers to questions. During his 
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oral reading ords were selected, on which he needed 
drill. A record was made of these words. They were 
reviewed each day at the beginning of the period until 
he was able to recognize them quickly. It was not 
necessary to stress the use of context clues, since he 
as already efficient in this skill. Configuration and 
word analysis ,ere emphasized. Phonetic analysis, 
visual analysis, and syllabication of words vere stress-
ed in his spelling, as ell as, in reading. 
The following games were used to increase Case B's 
ability in recognizing ords. 
a . Arranging words in groups according to their 
initial, middle, or anding sound. 
b. Selecting words that rhyme. 
c. Adding the endings , ins,~, and ~ to words. 
d. Flash card drills . 
Case kept a record of his errors and successes 
in word recognition . The evidence of s coess created 
an interest in his work. No doubt the teacher's interest 
in his success was a further important factor sinoe the 
mother may have had little t ime to attend to her son's 
hopes und aspirations. ~s Case B's ability in word 
recognition increased, he was iven more difficult 
material to read. 
ter eight weeks of individu 1 reading instruction 
he was given the Gates Primary Reading Tests, Form II . 
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The reading grade sco res which he mad. before the train-
ing began, the scores made eight weeks later, and the 
standard re ding grade scores for his mental age are 
shown in Table V. 
T.ABLE V 
CASE B'S REPEATED READING GRADE SCORES, 
SHOv 11 G P OGRFSS 
Nov em- Janu- Standard for 
Tests ber ari font al ~l\ge 
Form I Form II 
Gates Primary Reading Test: 
ijord Recognition 1.s 3.3 4.2 
Sentence Reading 2.1 3.2 4.2 
Paragraph Rea.ding 2.1 3.4 4.2 
The reading grade scores made on these tests in-
dicated that he ad made rapid improvement in the 
recognition of words and in the comprehension of sent-
enoes and paragraphs . 
The remedi 1 reading instruction was ext~nded 
eight weeks longer. The reading material was changed 
often in order to keep Case B int rested in the work . 
audience reading situations were provid.ed when it was 
possible . Com rehension and rate of reading were 
stressed more during the second halt of the period of 
instruction than the first. 
4. Results of the Training: 
At the end of the period of individual instruction 
for Case B standard achievement tests for reading were 
given again. Table VI includes the nan1es of the tests 
0 
given, the reading grade scores which hem de in November, 
Junu ry, and · roh, and the standard reading grade scores 
for his ental age. 
TABLE VI 
PROGRESS CH.i.\RT OF Ci!SE BON 
STAND.A.RD READING TESTS 
Novem- J nu-
Tests ber ary . M~rch 
1. Gates Primary Reading Form Form orm 
Test: I II I I 
1ord i{ecogni tion 1.a 3.3 3.3 
Sentence Reading 2.1 3 . 2 3.4 
P~ragraph Reading 2 .1 3.4 3.7 
2. Metropolitan Primary 
Reading est: "orm I Form 
"iord Picture 1 .7 3 . 3 
;ord Recognition 1 .7 3 . 3 
Word Meaning 1.8 3.8 
Reading Completion 2.2 4.0 
Paragraph Reading 2 . 3 4.3 
Vocabulary 1.8 4 .8 
3. illiams Primary 
Reading T st: 1.9 4. 8 
4. Gray's Oral Reading 
Test; 1.8 4.4 
5. GateD Graded 1¥ord 
Pronunciation Test: 1.7 4.4 
5 . Gates Silent e·ding 
Test Grades 3-8: Form 
General ' i gnifioance 4 • .J 
Prediction of Outcomes 4.2 
Precise Directions 4.2 
Details 4.2 
Standard f'o.r 
ental Age 
4-4 
4.4 
4.4 
II 
4 .? 
4.7 
4 .7 
4 .7 
4.7 
4.7 
4 . 6 
4.4 
4.4 
I 
4 .4 
4 .4 
4 .4 
4. .4 
The larch scores made on the Ga tes :Prima r y Reading 
Test and the fi r st four tests of the .. : etropolitan rimary 
Reading Test are the highest scores given on these tests. 
he Gates S ilent Reading Tests for grade three to eight 
were g iven at the end of the training period to aid in 
checking Case B's accomplishments in reading. 
'l~e reading e;-rade soores made on these tests showed 
that he had made :marked progres.s in all phases of read-
ing. His average rea.ding·grade was still five weeks be-
low the reading grade for his mental age. However, his 
reading grade was o:ne year above the grade for his 
chronological age. After earetully studying his test 
papers nnd observing his work it wus eYident that n1ore 
practice in :reading was all that he: needed; plus soH.eone 
who was interes·ted in his e;roi1th improvenent .. 
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Gase C. 11. Third Grt~de Boy !tho Had Diff ieul ty 
in l~ll 1:'hases o:f Reading 
1. Case History: 
Case a was a boy in the :first half of the third grade 
at; tl1e t:i.:me of the e~ca.m.ination. He had experienced rea.-d ... 
ing difficulties since he first entered school. .A.f'ter 
despiti:J the fa.ct he could r:.ot read. 
J\"r, tJ.H.:: time of this l':itudy he was ltoi.ng satisfactory ·Nork 
in fG'i tmnet;ic. al.so m1muged to memo:r'ize his spelling 
written work. Case u refmJed t;o read orally or silently 
fron-:: t.hs third grade ma.teria1 that v:1as boing used in his 
class. E.o complained 6.bou.t the reading beinc; too diffi-
cult for him. During silent reading ho aturlied the 
picturss in the story. 
Gase C vms the older .of two children iu this ram.ily. 
Hi.s sister i11 the se.cond grad-e vvas a.lso -experiencing 
reading a.iff'iculty.. '11he social and economic conditions 
o'f thin farn.ily were average. ~rb.ere was no reading mater .... 
ial in the home Iruitable for children to read. The city's 
daily· n.e'\NS:ptt:per 1 1dhich does not contain a children 1 s page, 
wau tho only reading material. in the hort1e. 
~; .• Diagnosis: 
Cuse c•s c. A. was 9.6 years. On the Stanford 
Binet 'l'eut his I. Q. vn::1s 90, which gave hirr1 a Tut. A. of· 
Sinoe his mental a.e-e ·was 
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eight years and .seftn 
months he was mentally retar-ded eleven mon:ths. 
The results of the Betts Ready to Read. Tests ind!-
oated e., defect in visual acuity. The child's parents 
had his eye3 tested by an optometrist,. who fitted him 
with glasses. The tes'.i showed no defeet in a.udi tory 
acnity.. From. the finger sigbting test he was found to 
·.~ 
be right-eyed. In the handedness tests f;iven him. he was 
left-handed in three tests and right-handed in all others. 
rrhe three tests in which ha used his left hand were 
writing, cutting with the seissors,. and eating 1 1ith a 
spoon. 
Standard reading achievement tests and inform.al 
reading tests were given to determine Case O's ree.di.ng 
level. Tnble VII includes the names of' the tests which 
were used, the reading grade scores made, and the 
st;e.ndard reading g_.rade scores tor his mental age .. 
The results ·or the standard and ~he informal tests 
showed th;3,t Case G was reta.:rded in. c1.ll :phases o;t" read-
inc; .. His J.evel of reading on the Gates Test and Metro-
poli tan Test was low first. grade. He failed to score 
on the oral reading ·i,eat. After examining the test. 
rn.ater:tal and observing U1e pupil at worlc it was learned 
that he had not acquired any method of word attack. He 
formed the habit of repeating phrases while waiting for 
o O O 0 
O O O ·, O 
O O O O O 
the word to be pronouneed for him. On ~tb:e '0 isol°a.ted word 
Q '' •• 0 0 ' _,: , ,· o O ' 
0 ~ t;" I ·, ,- O O O J o 0 
'·0 r;' ~ = ~ ' , 0 0 ~ ; ·: o o ~ o rJ ~ ~ o ~ , 0 0 0 
TABLE VII 
C.ASE C 'S READING GRADE SCORES O i 
"IVE TESTS , FIRST SET 
Dec em- Standard for 
Tests ber :1.en tal 1\.se 
1. Gates Primary ~eading Test: Forr.11 I 
ord Recognition 1.2 3.2 
Sentence Reading 1 .. 2 3.2 
Paragraph Reading 1.4 :3 .2 
2. Letropoli tan Primary Read i ng 
'l1est: 
Word Picture 1.4 3.4 
',:Ord Recoe nition 1.3 3.4 
' ,ord Meaning 1.2 3.4 
Sentence Completion o.o 3 .4 
Paragra h Reading o.o 3 .4 
Vocabulary o.o 3.4 
3. 'illi s Primary Reading 
Test: 1.4 3.4 
4. Gray's Oral Re· ding Test: o.o ;j ') . .., 
5. Gates Graded Word 
Pronunciation Test: 1.4 ~ ') • IJ 
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pronunciation test he attempted fifteen of the words but 
1 pronounced only t io correctly. On "onroe's Auditory 
'Nord-Discrimination test he made four errors which indi-
cated a slight difficulty in discrimination of sound. 
The pairs of words which he confused the sounds were 
bud and~, chin and~. bit and bet, and swing and 
sling. 
3. Remedial Instruction: 
It was ne.cessary to arouse his interest in reading 
before attempting any method ot inst 1otion. Since he 
l 
Marion Monro , Children :·ho Cannot~' p . 199. 
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was interested in his arithmetic work the instructor 
used arithmetic as a device for teaching reading. Story 
problems made of very few words were printed on unruled 
notebook paper. Each day he was given problems which 
contained five or six ne ords. Care as taken in se-
lecting the words used in the story proble 1s. '·ords 
iere used that could be arranged so as to give emphasis 
to the sound of the initial letter or letters, the 
middle elements, and the last letter or letters. He was 
enoouragod to use context clues and picture clues as an 
aid to ord recognition. Pictures were used to illus-
trate some of the problems. Arithmetic problems were 
used for his reading material for four weeks . He ac-
quired a sight vocabulary of about one hundred words. 
'X~ ~,1PLES OF THE ARITHMETIC P.OBLE?I.S 
1. ~1 far.,ier sold one COii for 25 a d one co 
=------ - ------ - -----
for • 23. How ~ money did he g_tl f£E. the 
h.2. ~? 
2. A farmer sold one cow for .f.15, one cow tor 
" 20, and one cow for t,24 . How much money 
did he et for the three cows? 
3. One cow~ sold for 50 and one was sold 
for ,22. How uch did the farmer get for 
the t· .. o cows'? 
4. The far-.me:r sold h!§. bis cow for $40 and his 
~ma..l1 cow for $20. J2;b.g, he get more money 
for his big cow'? Row much more mouey did 
he get? 
The )'rords that are underscored in the problem.a are 
t o • •· . repe 1. r,1ons of the worda th:it have been used. 
Durlxig the reading .of these arith::uetic I)roble:ms 
Case G becarr.e interested J.JJ. learning to read. Ho was 
then given easy readinf; ill.aterial such as primers that he 
had nE::ver hana.lcd before. Motives v1ere providecl for both 
silent and oral reading durine; the period of i.nstruction • 
.1.'he reacling was imme,Jiately followed by oral or written 
comprehension exercL:-;es. Simple material vn:Ls given him 
to rcie:.d during his leisure time 1'or entertail1filent;. Word 
other drill ex(,rcises wer·e used to holp him 
in word recognition. 
l1f'ter Case C had reeeived twc months of' individual 
reading ins-t;rtw tion he WbS given the Gates Px·L·11.t.1r;r Read-
e~rade.1 scores ruE.\de before the roa~od.iul work began, the 
scores ma.::1e t1vo w.onths later, 0,nd the standa.rd re,ading 
grade soores for his mental age. 
TABLE VIII 
CASE C'S REPE T D R I.DIHG G DE SCORES 
SR0"·1\ING PROGRESS 
ests 
Gates Pri mary Reading Test: 
Jord ecogni tion 
S ntenc Hea ing 
:Paragraph Reading 
Decem- Febru-
ber ary 
orm I Form II 
1.2 2 .1 
1.2 2.4 
1.4 2.1 
Standard for 
Mental Age 
3 . 
3.5 
5 . 5 
The reading s cores made on these teats showed an 
improvement f eight 11onths in word eco __ nition, eleven 
months i n "' ntence read:i.n.r:. and six ontbs in ... Rragraph 
readir g . 
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Remedial instruction ,as co tinued t ~o months longer . 
Various types of materials that were on the level with 
his increa"ing abilities v1ere prov ided for hin . 
4. Results of the Traini ng : 
j t the end of the training period for C'"' se C stand-
ard read· ng tests were e.,i ven to him aga in. The reading 
gra e scores ;b ich he me de in December, February, and 
~1.pril 1 a. d the standard reading era de scores for his 
~ental age are ~ucluded in Table IX. 
'l'he ~cores .i..ndicated that Case C had made progress 
in all phases of readins but tha e vas not yet up to 
ha standard for his mental age . The instr1ctor sug-
gested t individual remedi 1 instru tion be continued 
ntil his r~adi g grade score equals or exceeds the 
s tandrrd ~ ore for his mc~tal age. 
i}:.ABLE IX 
PROGRESS CRART OF CASE C Oii" 
STANDARD HEADING rfflSTS 
Decem- :t1'ebru-
_1l1_e_.s_· t_ .... f"------·------ l?,(?l:.'.,. ary __ .April 
1 ~ Gates Pri:uary Heading 
Test.·: 
ord necog:nition 
Sent.en.cc R&.1dlng 
Paragraph Beading 
2.. 1':etropoli tan Prlmary 
Heading 11iest: 
'Ycrd Pie t ure 
\io::ra. F'.e,coenition 
~ford Meaning 
·p •· • ·• c· 1 ti 
., cl3i;1CUD6 ·. CLll), e . on 
Paragraph Readtng 
VOcabular-y 
5. Williams Primary Read-
ing Ter~ t: 
4 .. Gray's O:ral Heading 
1;·t;s -r~ : 
5. Gates Graded Word 
Pronuneintlon Test: 
Forl::c 
I l ,, 
.. ~ 
1 .. 2 
1 .4 
J?orm 
1.4 
1.:s 
1.2 
0 .o 
o.o 
o.o 
1.4 
o .. o 
1 .4 
:B'orru Form. 
II Ill 
2.1 3.0 
2.4 3.1 
2.1 3.0 
I ,,,;-0 ;J;<· orm 
17! ' "' o.~ 
t:t ".""; 
•..;) !J _f..J 
3.2 
3.3 
3.2 
3.0 
3 ,. 
.• c:, 
3.0 
3.0 
Standard i'o:e 
II 
3.5 
3.5 
3.5 
Age 
3.7 
'J.7 
3.7 
3.7 
3.7 
a.7 
3 •. 7 
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Case D. A F'irst Grade Boy :who Ha.cl Made 
no Progress .in Reading 
Gase D was a boy ln the second half' of the first 
grade '1\l'hen the study of this case began. He entered 
school at the age ot five years and nine months. The 
records showed that he had spent fourteen months in. the 
firs·t grade. H:e had repeated the first half of grade 
failed to learn to read the third 'time he repeated ·the 
Gase D was the younger boy in a family of two 
children.. His brother, who was in the fifth grade, vvas 
ing sa·tisfacto:cy v1ork. 11:'he henna environnrnnt of this 
v:ms tlle youngest ch.ild the enviror.iraental a tm.osphere 
have been over protecteci., 
~. Diag11osis: 
Case o•s c. A. was ?.3 years. Un the Stanford 
Binet Test; his I .. Q,. was 102, which gave him. a • A. 
of 7 .. 5 years and a M. G. of 2.1. ~he Betts Heady to 
Read ·rests showed that he had r.i.orL::.al visual and auditory 
acuity. The handedness and eyedness tests indicated 
:rigl:rt-ha:ri.11 and rlg,ht-eye dominance. There was no 
physical defect to i:rrterfere with learning. 
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This boy was unable to score on any of the standard 
reading tests because of his inability to read. The 
scores made on the Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test, 
which was given to him, indicated that he was ready to 
master the subject of reading. 
3. Remedial Instruction: 
It was not dif'fieul t to get Case D to attend the 
period of individual reading instruction. He seemed 
to be more happy when he was doing his work alone than 
when he was in the room with his classmates. The in-
dividual instruction began with a study of word recog-
nition and word meaning. Words and phrases were first 
introduced to Case D by means or pictures. The words 
and phrases were printed on cards separate from the 
pictures so that he could practice matching the words 
with the pictur es. Words and sentences which denote 
action, such as, m, hop, .ill, Run to t.he door., Hop 
to the door., were taught in the form of a game. To 
train Case D to note similarities and differences in 
words he was allowed to select words that were alike 
from a number of word cards. Two or more words ·alike 
were considered a book. He was interested in seeing 
how many books he could make with the words. 
s soon as Case D showed an interest in reading 
(l) from printed material he was given a primer and the 
(l) A. L. Gates, and Huber, "The ork Play Books, " 
"Peter and Peggy, " Primer. 
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(2} 
preparatory workbook that accompanied the reader for 
his basic reading material. A word picture dictionary 
was made or the most difficult words by this child. 
ost of the pictures and words used in making the 
dictionary were cut out of a workbook that had been 
used. This dictionary helped Case D to identify the 
names of words and to grasp the meaning of the words. 
''lhen Case D he.d completed the primer material a 
first reader( 3 ) and the preparatory workbook( 4 ) that 
accompanied it were used for his basic reading material. 
During the last month of instruction more attention 
was called to word analysis. Pre-primers, primers,. and 
first readers ere used as the supplementary reading 
material. 
At the end of two months of individual reading 
instruction for Case D standard reading achievement 
tests were given to him again. Table X includes the 
names of the tests, the reading grade scores made 
before the training began, the scores made at the end 
of the training period, and the standard reading grade 
score for his mental age. 
(2) 
Ibid., Preparatory Book, "Peter and Peggy". 
(3)-
Ibid., First Reader, Round the Year. (4}-
Ibid., Preparatory Book, Round the Year. 
TABLE X 
P OGRESS CH.ART OF C~'\SE DON STAhTDARD READING TESTS 
Standard for 
Tests March May Mental Age 
1. Gates Primary Reading Form I Form II 
Test: 
· ord Recognition o.o 2.0 2.3 
Sentence Reading o.o 9.9 2.3 
Paragraph Reading o.o 1.8 2 .3 
2. etropolitan Primary 
Reading Test : 
ford Picture o.o 1.9 2.4 
Word Recognition o.o 2.1 2.4 
Ord ·eaning o.o 2 .2 2.4 
Reading Completion o.o 1.a 2.4 
Paragraph Reading o.o 1.a 2.4 
Vocabulary o.o 2.1 2.4 
3. Gray's Oral Reading Test:O.O 1.8 2.5 
4. Results: 
The reading grade scores made at the end of the 
training period indicated that Case D had made marked 
progress in all phases of reading but that he was still 
retarded in reading for his mental age. His teacher 
reported that he had also made rapid improvement in 
the rest of his sohool work . 
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Case E. A Second Grade ~oy ho Had Difficulty 
in Rate of Reading 
1. Case History: 
Case E was a boy in the first half of the second 
grade when the study or this oase began. The records 
showed that he was retained in the second half of 
grade one because of' his reading dif'f'iculty and that 
he was now repeating the first half of the second grade 
for the third time. The records also showed that he 
had attended school regularly. His teacher reported 
that he was still doing unsatisf'actory , ork in reading 
and that spelling was the only thing in which he seemed 
interested. 
Case E was the oldest child in a family of six 
children. His brother, who was in grade one, was doing 
excellent work in both silent and oral reading. This 
boy came from a home where social and economic condi-
tions were quite unfavorable. There was no reading 
material in the home. The parents were not interested 
in school ork. The father was a day laborer. 
2 . Diagnosis: · 
Case E's c. A. was 8.8 years. On the Stanford 
Binet Test his I. Q. was 100, which gave him a M.A. 
of 8.8 and a i . G. of 3 .3. 
The results of the Betts Ready to Read Tests 
showed that his visual and auditory acuity wer e normal. 
The handedness and eyedness tests given showed that he 
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had right-eye and right-hand dominance. There was no 
physical defeat to cause his reading difficulty. 
Table XI ives the names of the reading tests, 
the reading grade scores made at the beginning or the 
diagnosis, and the standard reading grade scores for 
his mental grade. 
TABLE XI 
CASE E'S READING GRADE SCORF.S 
ON OUR TESTS , FIRST SET 
Febru-
Tests ary 
Standard for 
ental AJl.e 
1. Gates rimary Reading 
Test: 
Word Recognition 
Sentence Reading 
aragraph Reading 
2. etropolitan Reading 
Test: 
~ ord eaning 
Yord Recognition 
·ord eaning 
Reading Completion 
Paragraph Reading 
Vocabulary 
3. Gray's Oral Reading 
Test: 
4 . Gates Graded Word 
Pronunciation Test 
Form 
1.7 
1.5 
1.4 
1.a 
1.5 
1.4 
1.4 
1.7 
1.7 
o.o 
1.a 
I 
3.3 
3.3 
3.3 
3.5 
3.5 
3.5 
3.5 
3.5 
3.5 
3.3 
3.3 
The grade scores made on the tests indicated that 
Case E was retarded almost two years below both his 
chronological and mental age. 
A careful study of his papers and observation of 
his reading sho ed that his major difficulty was r ate 
of reading which was due to excessive articulation and 
to an inadequat.e method of word ree-ognition. He became 
so, absorbed in pronouncing the words that he l.ost the 
thought of the sentence. Re whispered every word to 
himself as he read sile·ntly and spelled the words that 
he was unable to reoognize. On the Gates Word Pro-
nunaiation Test he :pronounced ten words oorre,etly but 
spelled each word before he attempted to pronounce it. 
3. Remedial Instruction: 
Sinee Case E•s only method of word recognition was 
spelling his words, it was. necessary to begin the in-
struction with devices that would develop a more accur-
ate and independent method ot word reeognition. 
?be firs'tj step taken was to require Case E to t,ry 
to read silently and orally in primers without. repeat-
ing or spelling words. He was allowed to read orally 
in order t.o select the words valth whioh he was un-
familiar. When he came to words that he oould not pro-
nounce, the instruetor explained the use of conte:x-t 
clues and configuration. After he bad formed the habit 
of using context clues and noticing similarities and 
differenees in s:.vorda, word analysis was emphasized. 
The elements ot the new words were taught by calling 
his attention to them in words that he already knew as 
sight words. 
The new words learned each day were printed on 
cards in groups according to the initial, middle, or 
' 
ending sound, thus stressing phonetic elements of words. 
The words that r,'ere printed on the cards were 
revievrnd .for a few ::rrinutes at "the beginning of each 
period. fil::aphasis here was on auditory as well as 011 
visual training. 
A game called, HA Go,me of Soumlsn, i11 v·1hich these 
new v;ords were used, proved to be very interesting .and 
helpful to Case E. He was given a number of cards with 
one of the words on each ca.rd. rthe instructor asked 
the pupil to listen eare:fully tor one sound, auoh as,. 
the initial,. middle, or ending sound,. in each word 
that she pronom1ced. A star WE:I.S stau:ped on the oard 
un.der the word eaeh time that he pronounced it oorreot-
ly. Jlaoh card drills stressing phrases as well s.s 
words ';Vere also used in order to devolop speed in 
recognitio.u of ,,vords and increase his eye-span. 
Gradually more difficult reading material was 
gb.ren Case E. Timing the exercises helped to stop his 
repeating and inerea.sed his rate of reading .. Compre-
hension was checked by selecting the right word or 
pl1rase i'rc:m a group ot words or phrases, by selecting 
a ,i\.'Ord to complete a sentence, and by oheck;i.ng sta-te-
:men.ts with yes or .!!Q.• 
After Case E had received five weeks of individual 
instruction, he was given the Gates Primary Reading 
T•3sts, For-H !I. Table XII contains the reading grade 
scores made before the re.m.edia.l -work began, the scores 
made five weelcs late:c, and the standard reading scores 
for his m,ental age., 
uat.es Primary Heading 1rest: 
Eecognition 
Sentence Reading 
:1:eading 
1.7 
1.5 
1.4 
~2 $ ~~~ 
2.3 
2.4 
3.4 
3.4 
3.4 
The reading gI"ade scores :made showed i:m.provement 
in all phases of reading although he not, i:mproved 
a.s much as the instructor had e::tpected@ 
1:r11e remedial inst;ruction was c.onti Dix weeks 
• The material vras changed. often. aB to t.;;/pe and 
difficulty so as t-o hold his interest to r:1eet his 
1.ncreasing a bi1i ty in re,-:;di:nc; sk.illn. At tho end of 
the eleven weeks period of training the standard read-
t t . . . es s were iiven again. The reading e scores 
before the remedial work began, the score made 
af·ter five weeks of training, the rea grade scores 
made at the end ot the training period, the scores 
for his mental a are included in Table XIII. 
TABLE XIII 
'.PROGRESS CHART OF CASE E ON 
STt,NDA?:1D READING TESTS 
Febru- Standard for 
-~-e_s_t_s ____ _..~..-..~~~---·---a~-~r.x _______ ~fl~tQA., _____ M_a_y ___ ~M.e_n_t_a_l ..... A.gwe ....... _ 
1. a.~ tes I'r:uc.a:cy Reading 
'Iest: :F'orm l 
V,o1'd necognition 1.7 
Sentence Reading 1.5 
Paragraph Reading l.4 
2. ~Jietropoli tan Primary 
Reading 'rest: 
\rJord Picture 
\10:rd Heoogni tion 
~:Jcrd ldeaning 
Reading Completion 
Paragraph Read.ing 
ifoca. tulary 
~ & (}ray's Oral Reading 
rrest: 
4. Gates Graded ~wrd 
Form I 1.e 
1.5 
1.4 
1.4 
1.7 
o .. o 
P:ron.unciatio:n '}est: 1.8 
Fon11 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
II li'orm III 
2.9 3.5 
2.£) 3.5 
2 .• 7 3.5 
Form II 
2.9 3.6 
2.7 3.6 
3.1 3.6 
3.3 3.6 
2.9 3.5 
3.0 3.6 
2.6 5.5 
2.9 3.5 
The scores made showed progress in reading but 
Case E vm. s still retarded below his :mental age. The 
instructor sug£;ested that remedial instruot;ion be con-
t:.inued u::1.til his reading grade scor·e equals or exceeds 
the standa:.-cd tor h:is mental age .. 
Case F. A Fourth Grade Boy Who Had 
Difficulty in Comprehension 
1. Case History: 
Case F was a boy struggling in the second half of 
grade four at the time tho diagnosis of the case began. 
He had been promoted to the second half of the fourth 
grade on condition. At the end of the first term of the 
semester he was still failing in the subjects that re-
quired a great amount of reading . His arithmetic work 
was satisfactory. 
Re was the older in a family of two children. His 
sister in the second grade was doing satisfactory work . 
4g 
his boy was from a home of excellent soc ial environment. 
The economic condition was average. His mother had always 
shown an interest in his school work. 
2. Diagnosis: 
At the tie of the examination Case F's C. A. was 
9.? years. On the Stanford Binet Test his I. Q. was 
108, whioh g ve him a M •• of 10 . 5 years and a • G. 
of 4.6. 
The results of the Betts Ready to Read Tests showed 
no defects in visual or auditory acuity. he finger sight-
ing test and the handedness tests indicated right-hand 
and right-eye dominanoe . He had no physical defect which 
could have caused his reading difficulties. 
A further study of this case was made through the 
use of standardized reading tests and informal reading 
I 
tests. The names of the standard reading aohievement 
tests used in the diagnosis of this c ase , the reading 
grade scores made, and the standard reading grade scores 
for his mental age are included in Table XIV. 
TABLE XIV 
CASE F'S READING GRADE SCORES ON 
FIVE TESTS, FIRST SET 
Standard for 
Tests March ental Age 
1. Gates Silent Reading Test: Form I 
General Significance 3.2 4.6 
Prediction of Outcomes 3.2 4.6 
Precise Directions 2 . 9 4.o 
Details 2.a 4 . 6 
2. onroe's Standardized 
Silent Reading Test: 
Comprehension 3 .3 4.6 
Rate 4.1 4 . 6 
3. Pressey Diagnostic Reading 
Test : 
Vocabulary leaning 3 . 3 4 .3 
Paragraph Meaning 3. 3 4.3 
Ra te 4.3 4.3 
4. Gray's Oral Reading Test: 3.5 4.6 
5. Gates Graded ~vord 
Pronunciation Test: 3.2 4 . 6 
The reading grade scores me de on the tests indicat-
ed that Case F's major difficulty was comprehension in 
silent reading due to rapid and inaccurate reading and 
to his inadequate method of word recognition. He was 
retarded more than a year in oral reading and in compre-
hension of silent reading. He was retarded only a few 
months in rate of silent reading. During both the 
standard tests and the informal tests he read at a rapid 
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rate, skipping the unfamiliar words,. He read orally at 
a moderate rate, but he was inaccurate in word pronuncia-
tion. He recognized words in context somewhat better 
than words in isolation. lie attempted to use phonetic 
analysis in pronouncing the wore.a but h-e was not 1'amiJ.1ar 
enough with ·the sounds of the elements to use a phonetic 
att;ack succe.ssf'ull;r. 11he first t\vo tests of the Gates 
Silent Heading Tests showed that Case F was much better 
in reading to get a general impression of the :material 
than he was in reading to not,e details. lUs rapid 
inacourat.e, superficial reading was the oause ot his 
inability t;o grasp the details a.s he read. 
3. Remedial Instruction: 
Remedial inetruetio:n was organized that would in-
,n~ea.se Case F's ability in comprehension,. word ree-ogni-
tion, and vocabulary meaning. 'lhe reading material (l) 
was ba.sed on the four types at reading, A, B, C, and D, 
on which he was tested with the. Gates Silent Reading 
Test. This material consisted of four small books, one 
for each type of readi.ng. 
Case F was first given the material, type D, \o 
read. This material was to improve his ability in read-
ing to no·te the significant d.etails in a paragraph. The 
material contained paragraphs t1hieh the pupil read 
silently to discover quickly and aecurately the important 
t1} 
·u . A,. I. Oates an.d C. C. J?eardou, the Gates-...:eardon 
Practice Exercises, Types, A, B,. C, and D .. 
details. Comprehension was checked by selecting the 
correct phrase for the answer of each of five questions. 
Example: 1. For what was the hay used? 
(a} To feed cattle 
(b) To fill carts 
(c) To feed chickens 
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record was kept of Case F's successes and errors. 
The exercises were not timed since his greatest diffi-
culty was poor and inaccurate word recognition shown 
as rapid reading. Case F reread the material orally to 
correct the mistakes he made in comprehension and thus 
to secure from context and phonetics more accurate word 
study. During his oral reading the words which he failed 
to recognize quiekly were selected for word study. He 
was trained to use configuration and word analysis as 
his method of recognizing the new words. He had already 
developed the ability to use context clues. 
Case i asked if he might study the pronunciation ot 
his spelling words during the period of individual in-
struction, which showed a development of appreciation 
and feeling of need for improved methods of ,ord study. 
His request was granted . Each time he was given new 
words in spelling he brought them to his individual 
reading period. Studying the pronunciation and meaning 
of these words aided in developing his ability to use 
phonetic analysis. 
The reading material, Type D, was alternated with 
material, Type C, which he read to understand precise 
directions; material, Type B, which he rea~ to predict 
beyond given events; material, Type A, which he read to 
note significant details in a paragra h. The same 
methods were used in checking the comprehension of this 
material and in studying the new words that were used 
with the first material. A separate record was kept 
for each type of reading . The improvement ahown by 
these records kept Case F interested in his reading . 
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At the end of four weeks of training Case F was 
given the second form of the Gates Silent Reading Tests 
and the ionroe's Standardized Reading Tests. The reading 
grade scores made before the remedial training began, the 
scores made four weeks later, and the reading grade 
scores for his mental age are i ncluded in Table xv. 
TABLE XV 
CASE F'S REPEATED REA.DING GRADE SCORES, 
SHO'NING 1-iROGRESS 
Standard for 
Tests March A;Qril ental Age 
1. Gates Silent Reading Test: Form I Form II 
General Significance 3.2 3.8 4.7 
Prediction of Outcomes 3 . 2 3 .7 4.7 
Precise Directions 2.9 3.5 4.7 
Details 2.a 3.4 4.7 
2. . onroe's Standardized 
Reading mest: 
Cm.4prehension 3.3 3 . 6 4.7 
hate 4 .1 4.5 4.7 
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The scores made during the tour weeks showed an 
average of :t ive months improvement in comprehension and 
four months in rate of silent reading. lie was still 
somev.ihat better in reading to get the general 1.mprassion 
of a passage than in grasping the details. The remedial 
instruction was continued four weeks longer. Re·a.ding to 
understand directions and to note details was stressed. 
l?raotiee in word recognition and. oral reading was also 
stressed during the second :period of individual instruc-
tion • 
. At the end of the eight weeks training period the 
standard reading tests v1ere given again. Table XVI in-
cludes the reacting grade s.eoree made before the training 
began, the scores :made at the e.nd of the first four weeks 
of training, the scores made at the end of the train.ing 
period, and the standard reading grade scores for his 
mental age. 
1l1he scores D1ade at the end. c1' the training period 
indicated that. Case F :made considerable progress in 
silent reading during the eight weeks of training. Re 
also i:m.p:r·oved in oral reading and word recognition. 
He was s·till retarded in reading about six months below 
the reading grade score for his mental age. 
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TABLE XVI 
PROGRESS CHA."RT OF CASE F ON 
STANDARD READING TESTS 
Standard for 
Tests March 1\Qril Mai ii ental Age 
1. Gates Silent Reading Form Form Form 
Test: I II III 
General Signii'icance 3.8 4.3 4.8 
Prediction of Outcomes 3.7 4.2 4.8 
Precise Directions 3.5 4.0 4.8 
Details 2.8 3.4 4.2 4.8 
2 . Monroe's Standard 
Silent Reading Test: 
Comprehension 3.3 3.6 4.1 4.8 
Rate 4.1 4.5 4.9 4 .8 
3. Pressey Diagnostic 
Reading Test: Form I Form II 
Vocabulary deaning 3 . B 4B 4A 
Pciragraph ieaning 3 . B 4B 4A 
Rate 4B 4A 4A 
4. Gray's Oral Reading 
Test:. 3.5 4.2 4.6 
5. Gates Graded 'Jord ./ 
Pronunciation Test 3.2 4.1 4.8 
Case G. A Sixth Grade Boy 1ho Had 
Difficulty in Rate of Silent Reading 
1. Case History: 
Case G was a boy in grade six. His past records 
showed that he had experienced difficulties in reading 
since the beginning of the second grade. He entered 
school at the age of five years and seven months and 
was promoted to the second grade at the close of his 
first sohool year. He spent two years in the second 
grade and two years in the fourth grade. lle was pro-
moted from the fifth grade to the sixth grade last 
spring despite his weakness. During the time he had 
been in grade six he had made failing grades in reading, 
language, geography, and history. 
Case G was an only child. His mother died when he 
was eight years old and since then he had lived with 
hi~ grandmother. There are three older children in this 
family, whose records showed that they also encountered 
reading ditficulties. The home in which this boy lives 
was of average social and economic circumstances. 
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I J 2. Diagnosis: 
J 
Case G1 s C. A. was 12.11 years. On the Stanford 
Binet Test his I. Q,. was 88, which gave him a M.A. of 
11.2 years und a M. G. of 5.6. 
Standard reading achievement tests were given to 
determine Case G's accomplishments in reading. Table XVII 
includes the names of the tests which were used, the 
reading grade scores made 1 and. the standard reading 
grade scores for his mental grade. 
TABLE XVII 
G'S R .. ,EUlDI!e!G Gitf1DE. SC.t1ItE;3 
FIV~:E~ TES1:£1·2), F!J=:ST 
Tests 
---
Febru-
a_ry 
1. G1:1tes SilE:rnt Heading "!}·es·t: Fo:r~iH I 
Gen8ral ficanoe 
Prediction of Outcomes 
Precise Directions 
Details 
2. ::lonroer s Standardized 
Silent Reading Test: 
Goraprehens ion 
Rate 
~. Pressey Diagnostic Reading 
Test: 
Vocabuler:1 .1.fo,'::ning 
]?aragraph 1':fieaning 
Rate 
4. Cray's Oral Reading Test 
5. Gates Graded Word 
Pronunciation Teat 
3.2 
3.1 
3.5 
3.6 
3.3 
3.3 
4.E 
3.A 
3.13 
4.2 
4.0 
Sta.:udard for 
Mental. li~e 
5.6 
5.6 
5 .. 6 
5.6 
5.6 5.o 
5.B 
5.B 
5.13: 
5.6 
5.6 
'1:he results of these tests indicated that Case G 
1J'JaS retarded .more than ·two years in silent' reading in 
tioth rate and comprehension and a bout one year and a 
half in oral resding.. lie vvas somewhat better in oral 
readinc than in isolated word recognition. A:fter a 
5'! 
careful e:z:amination of' the tests it becar:ie apparent that 
C€3Be Gts specific dif'f'iculty was his slow rate of read-
ing. The test nmterlal that he read was interpreted 
correctly but he read so slowly that his score equalled 
the standard f'm:- a third Grade child. i'he cause of his 
slO':v reading was due to lack of slcill in grouping words 
and in 1:,rord recogni tiou. Re read v.rord by word orally and 
used no syste11:..iatic .inethod in attacking new words. There 
vms 110 sign of excessive lip movement or finger pointing. 
3. Remedial Instruction: 
When Ca.se G's di:t'f iculties were explained to him 1'1e 
was so anxious to receive the re:rn.editil aid t,hi::rt he car,ie 
t.o school thirty minutes early in the mornlngs for the 
remedial work.. Instruction tha't increased his speed in 
silent reading was given first. rfhe material used was 
very es...sy to 1·ead and contained few, if any, new words. 
It wo_s 11ecesBr,ry to use -easy material in order to promote 
rap :for•.vard movements of the eyes which vrnuld aid in 
·the grouping of words and increase the rate .of reading. 
Short paragraphs were printed or written on the blackboard 
before the :pupil ca:J1e into the room.. \Che sentences vtere 
dividea into ph::i'.'asea by drawing a line under ea.eh phrase. 
Phrases ,;,1erc also marked in sentf';nces in books and 
children• s rG.2:gazdnes for him to read. At 1.'irst he read 
0ch0 sen tenoes orally and grouped the:r:-1 as t,hey were marlced. 
Later,. he read all sentenot:S silent]. y first. Comprehen-
sior1 was cheeked ty com.::pleting sentences and answering 
questions with phrases. Flash cards containing phrases 
and sentences divided into phrases were also used to 
improve his ubility in grouping v:ords. '£he pupil practic-
ed with this material until he was able to group his 
·words YJithout having them. marked. Drill \Nork in nhrase 
readinc; was reviewed throughout the course. 
'l'he Ga:tes-:Pearclon Preetice Exercises in Heading, 1 
:Book 1.II, the level :most suitable for this pupil,- was 
use<l next for the reading .material because it consisted 
of' short, interesting paragraph.s with comprehension 
exercises. Jill individu.&l record was ru.ade on which this 
pupil recorded ·the number of words read per 111inute.. A 
reco:rd was also kept of hio comprehension so as not to 
allow hir;1 to sacrifice comprehension f'or speed. He 
watched these records for improvemerrt very closely. 
In order to i:m.prov-e his ability in vmrd :recor;ni tion 
rm was taught J00 use a left to right. ·word a.ttae.It~, context, 
clues, y;honetic analysis, and word syllabication. T·o 
im.prmre his oral reading, ·the material vro.s read orally 
af'ter it riad been read silently. 'l'here was always s. 
purpose for reading the passages orally such as, to 
verify a point or to read a desoript.iO!l • 
After Case G had reoei ved i'our weeks of re-111edial 
instruction. he was given the second forna of the Gates 
Silent·Reading Tests and the ~onroe's Heading Tests. 
Table XVIII contains the scores made before the rEt111edlal 
work began and the seores ma.de four weeks later. 
l 
.\ T ,.-,, t ~ c •• ' C r~ ,) · ··· ~. · ,,'·h G~ t ·n°ardo"' 
., ........ '"-'",l · eu a11c .... v ... edra.on., .... e ·c:l. es-i"' .,. 
Exercises, Bureau of ?ublications, Teachers Gollege, 
ColUI;1l.lia Dnivendty. 
C.ASE (PS Rtf?ENJ:ED READING GRAJJE SCORES 
SHOWING PRO GIU!SS 
~~~~~=·=,·=====::;;::::::;:::==-=·===·=·==-""~=-:::~:::::·:=== Fabru- . Stand~trd for·~ 
1J:l,.S~Ji .. ---.. ___ ~·-"~--........ ~--~a_. r_y __ · ~~--'-~a_,,_r_c_h ____ .i_4...._0TI.~~.t_a_l_._i~~··~)e ....... ,._.. 
1,. Gates Silen·t Reading; 
''.Pest: 
Goneral Significance 
Prediet;ion of Outcomes 
-Presice Directions 
Details 
2 ~ l\!J.onrot:J:' s Silent Read-
Test: 
Comprehension 
Form I 
3.2 
3.1 
3.5 
3.() 
3.3 
3.5 
lfor1U II 
3.5 5.? 
3.5 5 .. 7 
3.8 5.7 
4.0 5.? 
3.8 5. '7 
3.8 5.? 
The reading grade scores made 011 these tests showed 
an im.provement of four months in comprehension and five 
months in rate. The evidence of success in rate was 
very encouraging to this boy. 
The instruction was continued f'our 1Neeks longer 
using the srune kind of material but supplementing it 
1:Ji tl1 library books and ·third and fourth grade texts 
that he had never used. Speech in silent reading and 
word reoofnition was stressed. 
4. Results: 
The results of the :remedial instruction for Case G 
are shown in 1I'able XIX. 
The records showed an improvement of about nine 
nonths in rate of reading and ten mouths in comprehen-
sion. Improvement was also made in oral reading and in 
isolated word re.cognition. Case G was still below the 
::mgg,ested that re:rn.edial instruction be continued. until 
he brought; his reading g:rc1de up to standa1~d. 
PIWGHESS CID\Ii'I' OF CASE G O:N 
ST'tJ:lDAf{D HEJrnlNG TES'I1S 
· 1vebru- Standard for 
Tes~--~~~~----~~--....... a~r~y~· ~~r-~~~e_r_e_h~.·-A~p_r_i_l __ ~_ffe_n_t_."a~l.....;.;Afl •• ~e---·~ 
1 .. Gc.ltes Silent Reading 
'I'est;: 
G0neral Significance 
Prediction of Out-
COfiles 
Precise Directions 
Details 
2. hlonroe's Standardized 
Silent Reading 
1\:ist: 
Comprehension 
Rate 
3. Pressey Diagnostic 
Reading Test: 
Vocabulary 11eaning 
Paragraph X,.i.e.o.11ing 
Rate 
,1.. Gray's Oral Heading 
1'est 
5 .. Gates Graded Word 
P:eonU:.'lciation Test 
Form 
l 
3.2 
3.1 
3 .• ,5 
3 .. 5 
3.3 
3.3 
Fon:1 I 
4B 
3.A 
3.B 
4.2 
4.0 
Form ll'orm 
II III 
3.6 4.0 5.8 
3.5 3.9 5 .. 8 
5.8 /\ t'.} ~•W 5.8 
4.0 4.5 5.8 
' 
3.8 4.G 5.8 
3 .. 8 4.2 5.8 
:E'or:m. II 
4.A 5A 
4A 5A 
4B 5A 
4.? 5.8 
4.5 5.8 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION 
As a result of the treatment of the reading di.sa-
bilities of the elementary pupils included in this 
study, each pupil made marked progress in reading. 
Motivation with stress on individual remedial 
instruction was found to be the most important factor 
in correcting the r eading difficulties of t hese pupils . 
There were no particular methods or techniquas found to 
be wholly responsible fo r the improvement whioh these 
pupils made in reading . Whenever t here was sufficient 
motivation , the methods and techniques employed pro-
duced satisfactory r esults; without the motivation , 
there as no progress made in reading . any of the 
devices , such as , re- telling of stories , dramatiza-
tions, and playing games, used in t he remedial treat-
nent were motivations within themselves. The indi-
vidual instruction adapted to the individual needs of 
each pupil proved to be most valuable and effective in 
the remedial t r eatment. Through the individuulized 
method each child's r eading was motivated because the 
attenti on was directed to the specific difficulties, 
problems , and interests of the individual pupil s . Ex-
plaining to the pupils the causes of their difficulties 
and ways of overcoming them motivated their r eading . 
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'l:he stress on word meaning, rate, and comprehension 
and the a·tiva:reness of success also motivated their read-
ine;. It was the integration of the effects or the 
vr,:rious :w.oti vat ions involved ancl incl ttd.ing especially 
individual instruction that caused the improvement 
in reading. 
'rhe 1:,1riter concludes from this study that motiva-
tion v.iith stress on individual instruction i.s more im.-
porta:..1t i:.::;, the ·treatment of reading disabilities than 
the lcind of methods or techniques ero,ployed. 
'r'he follovJing list contains the techniques ilVi th 
which motivation was used, in developing skill in read-
ing. 
I. Techniques for developing abili tj'- in '1Nord recog-
nition. 
A. Garr1es. 
1. Viord and picture matching game. 
2. Phrase and picture :matching game. 
3. Arranging words in groups. 
4. Selecting rhyming vv0rds. 
5 •. Adding endings ( s, ed, ing) to words. 
6 • · Book Game • 
'l. Ga::ne of Sounds. 
8. :B'lash card drills. 
B. Word :picture-diotionary. 
c. Use of context clues, configuration and word 
r:malysi.s. 
II. 'rechni for develop the ability to oompre-
hend the IIlfJ.terial read Hilently .. 
J;.,. Providing moti"tres for reading. 
B. 1 'ests and other aci;i vi ti.cG for checking 
c mr1p reherw 1.on. 
C. l:n(~ividual records of successEc1s and errors 
th craphs i'or shovdng in1pI'ove::uent. 
D. ?:roviding op9ortunities for reading in 
leisure ti1ae. 
TI'. Special attention to reducing lip Hoverrwnt 
throueh a variety of devices. 
III. 'rechniques for developing the ability to reac1 
Developing a method of word recognition. 
Developing an adequate sight vocabulary. 
.L,, 
; . E3i1ent reading preceding oral reading • 
IV. l'ech..'liques f'or developing the ability to read 
at a n.or'1l1al rate • 
A. Timing the exercises. 
B. Practice in phrase reading. 
V'. hliscellaneous techniques for dev'elo:piug ·the 
ability t;o read. 
thetic and indlvidual attention and 
instruction. 
D. Explaining to the pupil the causes of his 
difficulties and ways of overcoming thenn. 
C. Providing material on the level of each 
child's reading ability · ith exercises 
progressively graded in difficulty. 
D. Providing a sufficient amount or interesting 
material of various types and levels of 
difficulty. 
E. Arousing interest through activities P-uch as 
dramatization, re-telling stories, illus-
trative drawings, and through the selection 
of attractive books and fascinating content. 
F. Integration ot experiences. Discussions, 
conversations and other activities, to 
relate their experiences in life situations 
with which they are familiar to the reading 
context. 
G. Continued social relationships with the 
entire group in activities in the various 
subjects worked out around reading as a 
center. 
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